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Author’s preface

In the wake of COP11 in Montréal in December 2005, I was asked to write a chapter about climate change litigation and disputes for a forthcoming book. The book was never published and the chapter written in the spring of 2007 languished in my computer. With the publication of this book in anticipation of COP22, a look back at where we were then seemed of interest. While the current and future status of legislation, regulation and litigation will determine the success of nations in addressing climate change, the article is instructive in highlighting approaches to fostering progress on climate change through the courts, flagging climate change related disputes and describing the advantages of using alternative dispute resolution mechanisms to resolve such disputes. The chapter is purposely not updated, and subsequent decisions in the cases cited are not recorded, so as to provide a true reflection of the state of play at the time. It should be noted that some legal theories discussed were ultimately found not to be viable by the courts, political changes and the recession slowed progress, especially in the United States, and some disputes that loomed large on the horizon at the time have not materialized. However, I hope the chapter will provide a useful historical perspective and persuade the reader that arbitration, mediation and collaboration can be especially valuable in the context of resolving climate change related disputes.

Introduction

As the need to respond to the threat of global warming has increased, global warming-related activity has accelerated on all fronts. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change reports issued in 2007 stated that “warming of the climate is unequivocal,” bringing the certainty that global warming is caused by human activity to 90%, and predicting dire consequences if significant greenhouse gas emission reductions are not achieved. The nations that are signatories to the Kyoto Protocol and subject to its provisions to reduce emissions have begun work on how an emissions reduction regime should be designed post 2012 when the Kyoto Protocol commitments expire. The European Union, which established the EU Emission Trading Scheme to limit emissions from governmental and business operations, has fine-tuned its program and procedures to make the scheme more effective in reducing emissions and set new goals and tighter regulations for the post-Kyoto period.

In the United States in spring 2007, the Supreme Court found that the “harms associated with climate change are serious and well recognized,” and that “the risk of catastrophic harm, though remote, is nevertheless real.” The court noted “the enormity of the potential consequences associated with man-made climate change.” Broad global warming legislation has been introduced in the United States Senate and House of Representatives and leaders in both houses have committed to undertaking the development of a national greenhouse gas reduction program. The US White House has moved significantly in its position on global warming and has convened a series of meetings with other major economies on a track parallel to the post-Kyoto negotiations to discuss how best to address the problem.

These developments have led to a spate of articles commenting on the many opportunities afforded by global warming developments to lawyers and litigants. Indeed, in keeping with the long tradition of seeking to effect change through litigation in the United States, there have been a host of lawsuits filed which relate to climate change. These suits which have been brought by States, non-governmental organizations and private litigants, are grounded in multiple theories and seek a variety of remedies. Lawsuits have also commenced in the international arena.

The cases brought to date are just the “tip of the iceberg” (a phrase that may lose its currency if the icebergs melt as is predicted due to global warming). The expected impact of climate change is enormous. Climate change is believed to have already created massive damage to people, property and nature. Climate change is driving the development of substantial new investment...
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vehicles, leading to the growth of new businesses and expanding corporate responsibilities. Climate change is changing the ways in which communities plan for the future and imposing new obligations on government. Disputes in a broad variety of contexts seek redress for these many new private and societal harms and to seek enforcement of these many new obligations is inevitable. Many of these disputes will best be resolved through arbitration, mediation, collaboration or other alternative dispute resolution (ADR) mechanisms. The nature of the dispute will be determinative of which ADR mechanism will be most suitable.

Part I of this article discusses the litigated cases that have raised climate change issues. Part II discusses various areas in which disputes might arise that are related to climate change. Part III will review the utility of arbitration, mediation and collaborative processes to the resolution of these disputes.

Lawsuits Implicating Global Warming Issues

The Clean Air Act

On 2 April 2007, the US Supreme Court handed down one of the most important environmental decisions of the last few decades in Massachusetts v Environmental Protection Agency. The court acknowledged the general acceptance of the fact of climate change and its potential for massive damage.

In Massachusetts v EPA a petition was filed by several states and environmental groups for a review of the denial by the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) of a petition to regulate CO2 and other GHGs from new vehicles under Section 202(a)(1) of the Clean Air Act. The EPA entered an order denying the rule-making petition and gave two reasons for its decision: (1) the Clean Air Act does not authorize EPA to issue mandatory regulations to address climate change and (2) even if the agency had the authority to set greenhouse gas emission standards, it would be unwise to do so at this time because the causal link between greenhouse gases and the increase in global surface air temperatures was not unequivocally established, that an EPA regulation of motor vehicle emission would only be a piecemeal approach in conflict with the President’s comprehensive approach to the problem and that EPA regulation would hamper the president’s ability to persuade key developing countries to reduce their emissions.

In reversing the decision below of the D. C. Circuit Court, a sharply divided Supreme Court held that (1) Massachusetts had standing to bring the action; (2) the Environmental Protection Agency had authority under the Clean Air Act to regulate greenhouse gases as an “air pollutant;” and (3) the scope of EPA’s discretion was defined by the statutory limits. EPA was directed by the court to reconsider its conclusion and form a “judgment” as to whether greenhouse gases “may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare” or provide “some reasonable explanation as to why it [EPA] cannot or will not exercise its discretion to determine whether they do.”

The Supreme Court stated that if EPA makes a finding of “endangerment” it is required to regulate emissions from new motor vehicles and cannot refuse to do so because it “constrains agency discretion to pursue other priorities of the [EPA] Administrator or the President.” However, the court noted that it was not reaching the question of “whether on remand EPA must make an endangerment finding, or whether policy concerns can inform EPA’s actions in the event it makes such a finding.” The court expressly rejected the “laundry list” of reasons given by EPA for refusing to act and held that its actions were “arbitrary and capricious... or otherwise not in accordance with law.” The Supreme Court addressed the question of justiciability. Under US law there is no justiciable controversy that can be addressed by the courts when the parties seek an adjudication of a political question. Since the prior dispute turned on the proper construction of a congressional statute, the Court found the question presented to be “eminently suitable to resolution in federal court.”

Turning next to standing, the court focused only on standing for the state of Massachusetts as only one petitioner needed to have standing to permit the court to review the petition. The court elaborated on the “quasi-sovereign” capacity pursuant to which US states bring cases on behalf of their citizens and the state’s right to challenge the EPA decision in stating that Massachusetts was entitled to “special solicitude” in the standing analysis. The Court found that Massachusetts satisfied the standing requirements with its showing that it had suffered a concrete and particularized injury that was both “actual” and “imminent;” that the injury was fairly traceable to EPA since EPA’s refusal to act contributed to the injuries, and that there was a “substantial likelihood that the judicial relief requested” would prompt EPA to take steps to reduce the risk of further injury.

The Court rejected EPA’s contention that it should not be forced to act when any regulation it could impose on new vehicles would have a minimal impact on global climate change, finding that incremental steps required by law must be taken, and that in fact US automobiles do make “a
meaningful contribution to greenhouse gas concentrations.

The Court also rejected EPA's arguments that the requisite causation between EPA's failure to act and the injury was lacking because EPA's failure to regulate vehicle greenhouse gases was an insignificant contributor to global warming and because developing countries may significantly increase their emissions, finding that EPA's regulation could serve to slow or reduce global warming.

The most immediate impact of the decision is expected to be in the legislative arena as it does not appear that administrative action will be speedy. How the decision will be interpreted and applied by the courts to lawsuits before them is unclear. The Supreme Court's recognition of global warming as a serious problem caused by human behaviour with potentially grave consequences will be cited to assist plaintiffs in all climate change litigation. But the decision's discussion of other critical climate change litigation threshold issues will also provide fertile ground for extensive debate.

The Supreme Court decision applies most clearly to the issues in Coke Environmental Task Force v EPA, a case which deals with EPA's regulation of GHGs from stationary sources and also turns on the definition of "pollutant" under another section of the Clean Air Act. In that case New York State and others sued EPA for failing to adopt strong emission standards to reduce air pollution from power plants claiming that the Clean Air Act requires that the EPA review and revise emission standards for new source pollution every eight years to ensure that they protect public health and the environment. As the final rule issued by EPA did not regulate CO2, petitioners claimed harm to "public health and welfare" and asserted that EPA's assertion that it was without authority to regulate CO2 emissions is contrary to the plain language of the Clean Air Act. The issues relating to regulation of GHG were severed in that case and stayed pending the Supreme Court decision. Now that the Supreme Court has ruled, the matter can proceed. However, it is likely that the Supreme Court clear language on the scope of the Clean Air Act will cause EPA to reconsider its position as to whether it has authority to regulate stationary sources under that statute.

Another case in which the Clean Air Act is of significance and which may be heavily influenced by the way the Supreme Court decision is interpreted is Green Mountain Chrysler Plymouth Dodge Jeep and Association of International Automobile Manufacturers v Crombie. This lawsuit was brought against the State of Vermont by the automobile companies to block stricter motor vehicle emission standards promulgated by the state of California and adopted by the state of Vermont. Due to its unacceptable air quality the State of California had been granted special congressional authority to regulate motor vehicle emissions as long as the standards set were at least as protective as the federal standards. The provision requires that California obtain a waiver from the EPA authorizing its regulations. Pursuant to this authority California passed legislation in 2002 to apply more stringent limits on vehicle emissions and sought the requisite EPA waiver. Other states are permitted to follow California's lead and 10 other states, constituting collectively about 33% of the US automobile market, including the state of Vermont, have done so.

Plaintiffs argued, inter alia, that the only way to control vehicle emissions is through fuel efficiency standards, a field they argued was expressly pre-empted by the federal government under the Energy Policy and Conservation Act ("EPCA") which by statute is to be implemented by the Department of Transportation ("DOT"). Defendants argued that the Supreme Court decision defeats this argument in its statement that EPA and DOT could both administer their responsibilities under the respective statutes and avoid inconsistency. Thus defendants argue that the California regulations under the Clean Air Act are not pre-empted by EPCA. The court refused to grant any dispositive motions based on the legal arguments offered and ordered the case to trial. A parallel and earlier filed case is pending in California challenging the California regulations. Shortly after the Supreme Court decision, EPA announced that it would commence the public comment period on whether it should approve or disapprove the California waiver request.

**Nuisance Theory**

Utilizing a federal common law nuisance theory, a coalition of states representing 77 million people brought an action against several power companies who together represent 25% of the CO2 emissions from the power sector in the US and 10% of world-wide emissions. The complaint seeks injunctive relief requiring defendants to reduce their emissions by a specified percentage each year. In Connecticut v American Electric Power Co., the District Court dismissed the complaint finding that it raised a "non-justiciable political question" since resolution requires an "identification and balancing of economic, environmental, foreign policy and national security interests." The court stated that it was being asked to determine the appropriate levels of the cap to be imposed, what percentage reduction should be required, set the time line for the reductions, assess the availability of alternative energy sources and determine the implications of the relief on US energy sufficiency. The court refused to do so without an initial "policy determination" by the elected branches of government.

While the Supreme Court in dealing with the question of the interpretation of a federal statute was able to dispense with the question of justiciability in a short paragraph and relegate the actual
scheme for regulating GHG to EPA, the justiciability of a nuisance claim which seeks specific injunctive relief presents a more difficult question. Both sides are likely to argue that the Supreme Court decision supports their position. The case was argued before the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in June 2006 and a decision is expected imminently.

Another suit alleging a nuisance theory, California v General Motors Corp., was filed by the State of California against six major automobile manufacturers seeking monetary damages for the harm caused by automobile emissions to California’s infrastructure and natural resources including flood control systems degradation, coastal erosion, snow pack depletion, species impacts and harm to public health. Defendants asserted that the complaint requires the court to create a new federal common law of interstate environmental nuisance and address judicially unmanageable “political questions.”

In the wake of the Supreme Court decision both sides claimed victory in supplemental papers filed in connection with a pending motion to dismiss the case. Plaintiffs claimed that the Supreme Court decision establishes the standing of states to pursue claims in federal court for injuries related to global warming, recognizes that GHGs cause concrete harm, that federal law does not displace its tort claim as there is no federal GHG regulation currently in place, that the Supreme court decision places no limits on the role of the courts in addressing global warming and that whether California is entitled to damages for harm it suffered does not call for any policy determinations as to how or whether to regulate GHG but rather presents a plainly justiciable question of damages. Defendants argued that the Supreme Court decision makes it clear that it is the EPA and the federal policy makers and not the courts that should make the determinations inherent to considerations of global warming as the courts have neither the expertise nor the authority to evaluate these policy judgments and that the Supreme Court’s ruling that the EPA is authorized to regulate GHG under the Clean Air Act provides the state of California with a remedy which displaces its tort claim. The motion to dismiss the complaint is sub judice.

Environmental Assessments

Another series of cases turn on allegations concerning the adequacy of required environmental reviews. In Friends of the Earth, Inc. v Watson, several nongovernmental organizations sued the Overseas Private Investment Corporation and the Export Import Bank alleging that they had contributed to global warming by providing assistance to projects without complying with the requirements of the National Environmental Procedure Act (“NEPA”). The statute requires federal agencies to prepare an environmental impact statement (“EIS”) for all federal actions that significantly affect the environment. Defendants’ motion for summary judgment was denied. The court found that under the lesser standard applicable to a procedural action, plaintiffs (1) had standing as they had adequately demonstrated a reasonable probability that the challenged action will “threaten their concrete interests” (2) had sufficiently demonstrated causation as proof that the outcome would be different if the requisite procedures were followed was not required; and (3) had sufficiently demonstrated redressability because the agency’s decision might be influenced.

Several other suits have been filed attacking environmental impact statements for failure to address climate change consequences under NEPA or parallel state statutes. In Border Power Plant Working Group v Department of Energy, the court found that an environmental review was inadequate under NEPA because it did not disclose and analyze the significance of CO2, a greenhouse gas. Legislation has been proposed in Congress and in several states to explicitly require consideration of GHG consequences in the EIS analysis under NEPA or state equivalent environmental review mandates.

Failure to Make Required Filings

In a recent suit filed to force government action, which Senator Kerry supported with the filing of an amicus brief, the Bush administration was called upon to comply with the Global Change Research Act of 1990 and complete a national assessment of the impact of global warming on the environment, economy, human health and human safety of the US, a report that was to be prepared every four years. The latest report, Climate Change Impacts on the United States: The Potential Consequences of Climate Variability and Change had been issued in 2000. Following the filing of the lawsuit, representatives of Congress delivered a letter to Mr. Brennan, the acting director of the Climate Change Science Program, calling for the issuance of the report stating that its absence had “made it more difficult for Congress to develop a comprehensive policy response to the challenge of global climate change.”

Impact on Natural Resources

Taking yet another tack, environmental groups in the United States have filed petitions using the impact on natural resources as the basis for suit in order to influence global warming mitigation measures. In a petition filed with the World Heritage Committee, a request was made to include Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park, which lies on the border of the US and Canada, on the
list of World Heritage Sites in Danger as a result of climate change.31 Such a listing would require the development of a plan of corrective actions to mitigate the threat.

Another petition was filed to have the polar bear listed under the US Endangered Species Act. Such a designation would provide broad protection to polar bears, including a requirement that federal agencies ensure that any action carried out, authorized, or funded by the US government will not “jeopardize the continued existence” of polar bears, or adversely modify their critical habitat. This petition has met with some success and the US Department of the Interior recently announced that the US Fish and Wildlife Service proposed to list polar bears as an endangered species. A comprehensive scientific review to assess the current status and future of the species was initiated.

**Private Class Action Suits**

As these cases demonstrate, the states and the environmental advocacy groups have been actively pursuing litigation as a means to further climate change mitigation measures, but many believe that the private bar is not far behind and is preparing to launch massive tort-based law suits for damages resulting from global warming against the major greenhouse gas emitters. A class action has already been filed by those suffering damage from Hurricane Katrina against the oil and coal companies alleging that the force of the hurricane was greater because of the greenhouse gases emitted by the fossil fuel companies and, taking a cue from the tobacco litigation, that the defendants had purposefully suppressed scientific information about the dangers of global warming.32 A motion to file a fourth amended complaint in that case is now pending. While there are serious questions as to how such tort based suits will fare and whether they will be able to meet the legal requirements both for showing common elements sufficient to permit a class certification and for proving the merits of the claim sufficiently to establish such elements as standing, harm and causation, the continuing threat of such lawsuits exists. There is a growing body of scholarship on the subject.33

**International Cases**

Climate Action Network Australia and others filed a petition with the World Heritage Committee asking for the eucalyptus forests of the Blue Mountains in Australia to be placed on the list of World Heritage in Danger because of climate change due to the increased risk of fire. This petition follows five earlier similar petitions of other World heritage sites in danger and calls on the Committee to recognize the duties of State Parties to the Convention to protect world Heritage Sites for future generations and reduce greenhouse gases.

Germanwatch lodged a complaint against Volkswagen Corporation asserting violations of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (“OECD”) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises which emphasize sustainable development and the precautionary principle with the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology, the National Contact Point (“NCP”). The complaint asserts that VW violated these guidelines by expanding in the luxury and medium class markets which are harmful to the climate. The Procedure to be followed calls for a mediation between the company and the complainant; failing resolution, the NCP issues an official statement with recommendations for implementation of the guidelines.

**Future Climate Change Disputes**

**Project based disputes**

A likely area for disputes lies in the growing market for energy efficiency and renewable energy. Energy efficiency is being pressed as the most cost-effective and environmentally friendly method for reducing GHG emissions. Many business decisions on implementing energy efficiency upgrades are based primarily on projections of the “pay back” period as businesses look to energy cost savings to pay for the upgrades. Failure to meet promised electricity demand reductions and consequent savings in electricity costs may form the basis for claims for damages, often in significant sums, for energy demand reduction shortfalls. Similarly, as renewable energy technologies are sold based on their projected energy generation and their relatively low maintenance costs, disputes may arise from the failure of specific projects to meet projected energy generation wattage or from the incidence of unexpectedly high operating costs. Again much will turn on the contract language and how it addresses representations, performance guarantees and who bears the risk of a failure of performance.

Siting issues will undoubtedly continue to be raised as more renewable energy and cleaner energy projects are developed. For example, the siting of wind farm projects in the US has attracted considerable local opposition from coast to coast. Similarly, efforts to site liquefied natural gas facilities, in an effort to bring cleaner burning fuel to markets, has led to vigorous local opposition. While the opposition may in some cases be driven simply by the “not in my backyard (NIMBY)” syndrome that frequently afflicts projects in the U.S., the multiple permits and the environmental
reviews usually required by applicable regulation provide project opponents many opportunities for attacks based on established legal theories. On a smaller scale, opposition by neighbours to locally sited distributed generation such as solar panels or small wind turbines in more densely populated areas is a continuing issue that may give rise to further disputes.

**Emissions Reduction Market Disputes**

The north eastern states Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative\(^4\) and regulation likely to be forthcoming pursuant to California’s AB 32 and possibly imminent federal mandatory greenhouse gas regulation setting GHG caps and creating trading markets and demand for carbon credits, allowances and offsets. Many of the issues that have already presented themselves as possible areas for dispute under the Kyoto Protocol and the EU Emissions Trading Scheme will arise in the United States. Issues relating to ownership of the emission reductions, failure to achieve the projected reductions, failure of the project to meet methodology requirements, failure to obtain verification, failure of delivery, failure of payment, issues as to who is responsible for liability arising from the project, change in law and force majeure all create areas for possible dispute.

Mechanisms for reducing risk may also lead to disputes as participants attempt to address risks through such means as insurance, letters of credit, guarantees, performance bonds, warranties, liquidated damages, posting of collateral or delay penalties. The myriad issues that arise in all trading context such netting and set-off, credit, pricing and bankruptcy may create disputes. The nature of these disputes and their resolution will be dictated at least in part by the sufficiency of the contracts written to support the transactions.

**False and Misleading Advertising Claims**

With growing corporate interest in developing a green image responsive to environmental and climate change concerns, advertising which makes green claims is on the rise. The United Kingdom’s Advertising Standards Authority (“ASA”) reported that the number of complaints about UK ads that made green claims in 2007 was more than four times higher than greenwashing complaints in 2006. In its 2007 annual report\(^5\) the ASA reported that consumers were most confused about ads for carbon emission claims and green tariffs as well as green terms like sustainable and food miles. In the past year, the ASA has ruled against several green ads. A Shell ad depicting flowers coming from industrial smokestacks was ruled misleading for misrepresented the company’s global environmental impact. A Lexus ad was deemed misleading for including the phrase “High Performance. Low Emissions. Zero Guilt.” The ASA ruled the ad implied the vehicle caused little or no harm to environment and the ad’s fine print was not prominent enough.

The US Federal Trade Commission has embarked on a review of its Green Guide a year earlier than planned because of the proliferation of green claims in the marketplace. In 2008 the FTC conducted workshops on green claims with respect to carbon offsets, renewable energy credits, green packaging claims and green claims about textiles, building products and buildings. While the Green Guide is an administrative interpretation of the law and does not have the force and effect of law, the FTC can take action under Section 5 of the FTC Act which prohibits deceptive practices.

**Challenges to Government Regulation**

With the increasing support by both politicians and industry for a mandatory climate change regime in the United States, and the growing attention by local government to addressing climate change, further regulation in the United States can be expected. Additional laws and regulations will likely generate additional challenges. As noted above, the auto industry has already challenged California’s efforts to reduce vehicle emissions and parties opposed to the north eastern states RGGI regime have stated that they will challenge the constitutionality of the regulations. The limits of the powers of local government will also likely be tested as municipalities pass a variety of regulations as mitigation or adaptation measures. For example, revised zoning provisions that impinge on a landowner’s ability to develop land projected to flood due to climate change impacts or that bar a landowner from growing vegetation in excess of a specified height that would block a neighbour’s solar access will affect pre-existing rights and legal challenges can be expected.

**Corporate Governance and Disclosure Disputes**

The spectre of class action suits under the US securities laws for alleged failures by corporations to disclose uncertainties that will result in or are reasonably likely to result in “material” impacts, loom on the horizon.\(^6\) There is no bright line for what is “material” under US law as it is to be viewed from the perspective of the investor. The US Supreme Court held that information is “material” if there is “a substantial likelihood that the disclosure of the fact would have been viewed by a reasonable investor as having significantly altered the total mix of information available.”\(^7\) Climate science is becoming more certain and investors are increasingly seeking information concerning corporate emissions and corporate activities vis-à-vis climate change, making it easier to argue that such information would have been “material” to a reasonable investor. The scholarly writing on
this subject is developing and class action claims on securities law violation theories may be on the horizon.

Liability for corporate management without sufficient regard to climate change consequences may lead to shareholder derivative suits challenging management actions. A significant and growing number of shareholder resolutions have been filed with companies seeking to have the corporations analyze and report their GHG emissions, assess the potential impact of global warming and current and global warming regulation on business prospects and take action to reduce emissions. The Climate Disclosure Project representing a group of 284 institutional investors with assets of US$41 trillion under management has for the last few years sought disclosure of investment relevant information concerning the risks and opportunities facing companies due to climate change. Such facts evidence the concern in the market place about these issues and can create a predicate for shareholder action for failure to take appropriate action to protect the company from climate change impacts and liability.

Suits on the opposite side of the issue are also possible. Too aggressive a stance on climate change can also lead to litigation and potential liability. Caterpillar Inc.’s CEO received letter from 70 customers and groups complaining about management’s decision to publicly support the enactment of mandatory GHG regulation in the United States arguing that such regulation will be costly for the industries on which Caterpillar depends for its business. The letter suggests that such customers would not be loyal to Caterpillar. Shareholders could assert that management’s aggressive posture on global warming negatively impacted profits.

Investment advisers and fund managers also need to review their obligations. There is a growing body of evidence that environmental, social and governance issues can have a material impact on shareholder value. Whether investment decision making, especially for the benefit of a long term investor, can and should include a consideration of global warming implications is a question that may gain traction over time.

**Insurance Coverage Disputes**

The potential consequences of global warming are extreme and are predicted to lead to catastrophic weather events, severe flooding, droughts and destruction of property in many areas around the world. The implications for the insurance industry have been recognized by major carriers. Many segments of the insurance industry may be affected including property damage coverage, environmental and pollution coverage, business interruption, supply chain disruptions, equipment breakdown and D&O liability. New forms of coverage to address risks unique to the global warming regime are emerging such as carbon emissions credit delivery guarantees to protect against non-delivery of contracted for credits.

The area will be ripe for numerous disputes. The potential liability of the insurance companies may be astronomical. Indeed, the defence costs alone could be stupendous. Claims for coverage are likely to be vigorously contested. Defences to environmental and pollution liability will draw on many arguments including the exact terms of the policy coverage and causation by the insured of the damage alleged in an arena in which the harm is caused by multiple factors.

The recent finding by the Supreme Court that greenhouse gases are a “pollutant” under the Clean Air Act will be a factor in such litigation as insurance companies argue that GHGs are not a pollutant within the meaning of the policy. The length of time between the causes and effect of global warming which will not fully manifest themselves for a considerable period of time will lead to analogies to the “delayed manifestation” and “long tail coverage” litigation raised in the asbestos insurance coverage lawsuits.

**Other Disputes**

A host of other disputes may arise including disputes relating to allocation issues, carbon capture and sequestration, damage to property and the like. With the rapidly evolving developments in the climate change arena, issues unique to climate change, but currently not identified, must also be contemplated.

Illustrative of the unknown is the question of who owns Renewable Energy Credits (“RECs”). Under the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (“PURPA”), US federal law required utilities to make certain purchases from cogeneration and renewable energy sources. Purchase contracts were entered into without reference to ownership of the renewable energy attribute of the power, a commodity that had no recognition or value at the time. With the advent of the renewable portfolio standards requirements in many states and increasing voluntary purchases of RECs, significant value attached to this attribute. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) ruled that ownership of RECs is a question for the states to determine and was not governed by PURPA. Compelling arguments were made by both sides of the dispute and results varied across the states. Just as the parties in these actions had no inkling that a material contract term was
being omitted in their negotiations, the issues and disputes that will emerge related to climate change cannot all now be anticipated.

**Alternative Dispute Resolution and Climate Change**

The variety of disputes which may be spawned in connection with climate change impacts or remedies or among parties to transactions developed in response to climate change concerns is exceedingly broad. Many of these disputes will best be resolved through an alternative dispute resolution (ADR) mechanism.

Since arbitration is a creature of party agreement and not frequently agreed to as a mechanism for dispute resolution after the dispute arises, arbitrations with their genesis in climate change will generally only arise where there is an underlying contractual arrangement that is the subject of the dispute. There are a host of contractual relationships that form the basis of many climate change related transactions. Some of these contracts are in the context of transactions uniquely responsive to climate change related regimes such as renewable energy credits, carbon allowance trading and verified emission reductions. Others are in the context of more traditional contracts such as those for the construction of renewable energy projects or energy efficiency improvements. Contracts in the energy sector, both related to construction and to trading, often include arbitration clauses and we can expect a significant number of such disputes to be arbitrated as these markets develop.

The arguments that favour the use of arbitration over litigation are even more persuasive in the context of climate change issues. Such issues often arise in a very specialized and complicated regulatory and factual setting where subject matter expertise on the part of the adjudicator can be crucial. Thus, arbitration where relevant climate change expertise by the arbitrator can be specified, would be particularly desirable. Many of the disputes will be among parties with ongoing business relationships best served in the less formal setting of an arbitration where the process can be tailored, the speed of the proceeding and its costs can be controlled by the parties and relationships better preserved. The greater ability to maintain confidentiality can be attractive, especially in cases where developing technologies as to which secrecy is vital are at issue. Moreover, many climate change related disputes will arise in an international context among participants from different countries, making arbitration attractive with the availability of a neutral forum with known procedures, the availability of adjudicators with cross cultural sensitivity and cross border legal backgrounds. And importantly arbitration offers enforcement in over 150 countries around the world under the New York Convention.

Mediation will also play an important role in climate change disputes. Many parties, before they embark on an arbitration will attempt mediation, whether pursuant to a contractual obligation to do so or as a matter of choice. For the many disputes that arise outside of a contractual context, mediation will be an effective mechanism for resolving disputes. Actions for money damages under any theory are always suitable for mediation and the settlement of lawsuits of all kinds, including class action lawsuits, utilizing the skills of an accomplished mediator is common in the United States. Indeed, dozens of US courts now require that the parties engage in a mediation session.

Addressing environmental disputes in the US with a collaborative problem solving and decision-making process or with public input has been institutionalized in a variety of settings. Since 1990, Congress and the executive branch have encouraged federal agencies to assist parties in resolving federal environmental, natural resources and public lands disputes. Agencies that deal with the energy matters that will have to be addressed in order to effectuate certain climate change solutions have accordingly established vigorous programs for consensual conflict resolution. Thus, for example, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission operates a strong and effective dispute resolution service for matters within its jurisdiction. Similarly, many of the state Public Service Commissions offer dispute resolution services to facilitate collaborative solutions on matters before them. The National Environmental Policy Act and parallel state statutes expressly provide for public input in connection with the requisite environmental impact statements. The consequent development of compromises and the mitigation of project impacts in many cases is one of the major benefits of the statutory requirements.

Voluntary solicitation of community views and a comprehensive stakeholder process, often with additional funds budgeted to accommodate some unique community interest, is now undertaken by all smart project developers in the United States. Embarking on such a process early in the development of the project can serve to defuse objections, assist in developing consensually arrived at solutions to problems, obviate the need for any litigation or formal opposition and ultimately serve to expedite the time line for project completion.

Climate change is an emerging area and the decision of a judge or arbitrator may be more unpredictable than in more established areas of the law and will not afford the flexibility to forge a
Resolution that will best serve all interests. This greater uncertainty should make mediation especially attractive to parties in the climate change setting as it provides the opportunity to develop solutions that protect the environment and address private interests.

> Conclusion

With the solidification of the science underlying climate change as discussed in the 2007 reports issued by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the United States is advancing rapidly in many different arenas to tackle climate change. The political, regulatory, litigation and transactional responses to the threat and impacts of climate change will inevitably give rise to a wide range of disputes and will create numerous opportunities for alternative dispute resolution. There will be a significant advantage to utilizing arbitration, mediation and collaboration and other processes that lead to a consensual outcome. The availability in ADR of specialized subject matter expertise, of the opportunity for creative party-generated solutions, of greater confidentiality, party control of the process and the alleviation of cross border concerns will often make ADR the dispute resolution mechanism of choice.
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The statute does not provide a time line within which EPA must act on a request from California for a waiver.

8. id. at 1462.
9. id. at 1463.
10. id. at 1462.
11. id. at 1463.
12. id. at 1453.
13. id. at 1455.
14. id. at 1458.
15. The decision was a close one with four of nine justices dissenting. Chief Justice Stevens wrote a stinging dissent disagreeing with the majority conclusion that Massachusetts had established standing and stated that the Court’s relaxation of constitutional requirements which require the courts to “decide concrete cases — not to serve as a convenient forum for policy debates” has caused the court to “transgress ‘the proper — and properly limited — role of the courts in a democratic society.’” Justice Scalia wrote a strong dissent finding that the reasons for not taking action given by EPA were “perfectly valid” and that he “simply cannot conceive of what else the Court would like EPA to say,” and that global climate change was not “air pollution” within the meaning of the Clean Air Act and thus not subject to regulation by EPA under that statute.

19. The statute does not provide a time line within which EPA must act on a request from California for a waiver.
21. id. at 274.
22. id. at 272-273.
24. While not raised in the context of a nuisance action, the decision in Northwest Environmental Defense Center v. Owens Corning Corp., 434 F.Supp.2d 957 (D. Or. 2006) is of interest as it addresses both the questions of standing and justiciability and mirrors some of the discussion in the Supreme Court. Plaintiffs alleged that Owens Corning was constructing a manufacturing facility that would emit greenhouse and ozone depleting emissions without obtaining a required Air Contaminant Discharge Permit. Plaintiffs asserted resulting diseases and harm to environmental resources and sought injunctive relief. The court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss finding that plaintiffs had standing having adequately pleaded a “concrete risk of harm” as the effects alleged were local and the mere fact that others around the world would also suffer does not disturb a finding of standing. Id. at 963. The court found that “widely shared injuries” are justiciable and that plaintiffs had adequately pleaded that the injury was “fairly traceable” to the challenged action and need not show with scientific certainty that the defendants’ emissions were the only source of threatened harm. id. at 966. The court found that plaintiffs had adequately pleaded redressability and need not prove that the relief sought will solve the entire problem. The court refused to find that climate change was a generalized grievance with wide public significance better left to the representational branches of government in concluding that “[a]n injury is not beyond the reach of the courts just because it is widespread, id. at 969, and stated that the court was simply enforcing the congressional mandate set forth in the Clean Air Act and so was acting “squarely within the judicial power to adjudicate cases and controversies.” id at 970.
25. Friends of the Earth, Inc. v Watson, 505 Wl. 2035596 (N.D. Cal. 2005) (now captioned Friends of the Earth, Inc. v Mosbacher).
26. id. at *2 (citation omitted).
The current business interest in engaging and satisfying the environmental perspective early in a business deal so as to make the desired outcome more certain is exemplified by the course of the TXU acquisition now under way. TXU, the largest energy supplier in Texas, had announced plans to add eleven traditional, heavily GHG polluting, coal fired power plants. These plans had drawn heated opposition from various environmental, civic and other organizations. A record setting US$45 billion private equity buy out of TXU by a group headed by Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Company (KKR) was commenced in February of 2007. Before an offer was made, the buy out group negotiated an agreement with two leading environmental groups to gain their support for the deal. It is apparent that KKR did not wish to acquire a company that was facing such vigorous environmental opposition. The agreement called for withdrawing the plans for eight of the eleven new plants, investing US$400 million in demand side management measures and supporting mandatory nationwide emissions limits with a market based trading scheme. (Since that deal was struck, KKR further agreed under additional pressure to make two of the remaining facilities less polluting Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle plants.)